Dear Members and Friends,

Registrations have been coming in for the joint GSI / World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants (WFJCSHD) conference. Space for this conference is limited, so make sure you register soon. Please see the details below in the Upcoming Conferences section or click here for more information: www.holocaustchild.org/

Our Facebook book / film discussion guests this summer are Florence Grende (www.genshoah.org/guest-bio-2017/Florence_Grende.html) in July and Judy Menczel (www.genshoah.org/guest-bio-2017/Judy_Menczel.html) in August. We hope you will join us as we discuss Florence’s book The Butcher's Daughter: A Memoir. She has already begun her discussion and has joined us from Mexico. Later this summer Judy will be joining us from Australia as we will chat with her about Pockets of Hope, the Movie.

Our thanks to Nachman Kataczinsky for being our June guest and sharing his experiences researching and writing his books.

Please see the FYI section (international articles) below for articles on medical research involving survivors. We will continue to follow this issue as the research evolves.

**Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)**

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.
To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook Group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

From the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance: The IHRA Successfully Concludes Plenary Meetings. Read more about the Geneva Plenary here: http://bit.ly/2t8CTZK. See also Statement on Poland.

**RESTITUTION**

Ahead of Annual Claims Conference Negotiations, Congresswoman Ros-Lehtinen Urges Germany to Guarantee Full Funding for All Holocaust Survivors’ Needs
https://iqconnect.lmhostediq.com/iqextranet/view_newsletter.aspx?id=100552&c=FL27IR

**UPCOMING CONFERENCES**

**2017 Arthur and Rochelle Belfer National Conference for Educators**
July 19 -25, 2017
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
More: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=NALIHEBELFER0717

Holocaust Education Conference:
Transmitting Memory; Commemorating Heroism
July 24, 2017 Opening Program (Can be attended separately)
July 25 – 26, 2017
Center for Jewish History and Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York NY
For more information and to register: 718-948-6377 or info@projectwitness.org, www.projectwitness.org/detail/1506/holocaust-education-seminar/
Limmud Johannesburg Conference
August 4 – 6, 2017
Indaba Hotel, Fourways, Johannesburg, SA
To register: www.limmud.org.za

Riga Forum 2017
Holocaust Museums and Memorial Sites in Post-Communist Countries: Challenges and Opportunities
September 4 – 6, 2017
Riga, Latvia
For more: rigaconference2017@gmail.com, subject: “FORUM”.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScIi99RVRoZZRnrqFXvwOrnLO6sHr6MlpA9Q9Y0YsmyLpZvg/viewform

Synagogue & Church:
Exploring the role of the Roman Catholic Church and the Holocaust
November 1 – 3, 2017
Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, WA
For more: www.plu.edu/holocaustconference/

World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants
and
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)
Survivors and Families Meet in Jerusalem
November 5 – 8, 2017
Dan Hotel, Mount Scopus, Jerusalem, Israel
For more: www.holocaustchild.org/

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

First Bi-Annual Wally and Lutz Hammerschlag Summer Educator Seminar
Teaching about the Holocaust and Genocide at Stockton University
July 25, 9:30 am – 4:00 pm and July 26, 2017, 9:30 am – 2:30 pm
Stockton University Campus Center, 101 Vera King Farris Drive, Galloway, NJ
More: www.state.nj.us/education/holocaust/programs/workshops/07252517Stockton.pdf

Powell Holocaust Summer Institute:
Teaching for Humanity
August 7 – 11, 2017
Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Learn More & Apply
Teaching the Holocaust in the 21st Century
August 14 – 16, 2017
Jewish Museum of Maryland and the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here to register for this year’s Summer Teachers Institute.

9th Dialogforum Mauthausen: 'Addressing the National Socialist Past in Art'
September 18 – 19, 2017
Mauthausen Memorial, Austria

How to teach “The Holocaust by Bullets”
November 24 – 26, 2017
YIU in Paris and Memorial de Caen, France
Teachers interested in attending the seminar are asked to send a motivation letter and their CV by September 17, 2017 to Julia Garmash at: j.garmash@yahadinunum.org

UPCOMING EVENTS
Now - July 23, 2017—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, New York, NY
Exhibit: My Name Is...The Lost Children of Kloster Indersdorf; a selection of images and individual stories of hundreds of displaced children housed in a former convent near Dachau in the immediate aftermath of World War II. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

Now – July 30, 2017—Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, MA
Exhibit: Memory Unearthed: The Lodz Ghetto Photographs of Henryk Ross. For information and tickets: www.mfa.org/exhibitions/memory-unearthed

Now–August 3, 2017—Dallas Holocaust Museum, Dallas, TX
Exhibit: Filming the Camps, from Hollywood to Nuremberg: John Ford, Samuel Fuller, George Stevens. For more information

Now–August 11, 2017—Holocaust and Human Rights Center of Maine, 46 University Dr, Augusta. ME
Exhibition about Sousa Mendes, Schindler, Wallenberg and other rescuers. On view are original passports with Sousa Mendes visas and other important artifacts. For more information: (207) 621-3530 or infohhrc@maine.edu.

Now–August 13, 2017—Holocaust Center for Humanity, 2045 2nd Avenue, Seattle, WA

Art installation: Eyewitness, portraits of Holocaust survivors living in New York City. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/
Now – September 17, 2017—Ben Uri, 108a Boundary Road, St John's Wood, London, England
Exhibit: Art Out of the Bloodlands: A Century of Polish Artists in Britain. For information: racheld@benuri.org

Exhibition: Science + Suffering: Victims and Perpetrators of Nazi Human Experimentation

Now – December 31, 2017—Ghetto Fighters’ House Museum, HaGeta’ot, Galilee, Israel

Now – June 30, 2018—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: Portugal, the Last Hope: Sousa Mendes’ Visas to Freedom. For more information: www.cjh.org/p/42.

July 16 – November 12, 2017—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: Bill Graham and the Rock & Roll Revolution. Take an electrifying trip through the 1960s-1980s and learn about Bill Graham, the Holocaust refugee who promoted countless music legend and produced humanitarian concerts such as Live Aid. www.ilholocaustmuseum.org
Exhibit: Operation Finale: The Capture and Trial of Adolf Eichmann, the secret history behind the capture, extradition, and trial of one of the most notorious escaped Nazi war criminals, told using recently declassified artifacts from the Mossad, Israel’s Secret Intelligence Service. For more information: http://mjhnyc.org/exhibitions/status/upcoming/

July 16, 2017, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibition Opening Event: Bill Graham and the Rock & Roll Revolution. Learn about the life and legend of Bill Graham as told by his family, friends, and those who knew him best. WXRT personality Terri Hemmert moderates a panel composed of Bonnie Simons, executive director, Bill Graham Foundation; Alex and David Graham, his sons; and Robert Kirschner, Director, Skirball Cultural Center Museum. Reservations required; www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

July 23, 2017, 7:00 pm—Congregation Ezra Bessaroth, Seattle, WA
"My Life in Auschwitz & Bergen Belsen," The Testimony of Lucia Capelluto as told to Lina Galasso Delfini. Click here to learn more.

July 26, 2017, 11:30 am—Henry & Sandra Friedman Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Carla Peperzak, a survivor and member of the Dutch Resistance during the Holocaust, shares her daring story. Carla is the last known survivor in Spokane telling her story. Learn more. Register today.

Years of the Sun: Polish Refugees in Post-war Britain with David Herman who will talk about his father, the Polish artist Josef Herman. He will also talk about the contributions of Jewish and Polish refugees to post-war British culture. Fees. Book here.
July 27, 2017, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
**Live Performance: The Broadway Musical: A Mirror to the Human Condition**  
Former Steinway piano concert artist, **Dr. Marvin Berman**, a Broadway and movie music aficionado, shares his knowledge of some of the most moving and socially meaningful Broadway musical scores ever written, while he improvises the unforgettable melodies on the piano. Reservations required; [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

July 30, 2017, 19:00—HOD Centre, Orchards, Johannesburg, South Africa  
**A Search for German Jewish Family Roots: The Impact of Answers** by **Jeff Kelly Lowenstein**. Jeff’s father and uncle were part of the Kindertransport in the aftermath of the Kristallnacht pogrom. The talk follows his journey to uncover and connect to the family’s history. Fees. For more: [jgssa16@gmail.com](mailto:jgssa16@gmail.com)

August 23 – 26, 2017—Visitor Center, Mauthausen Memorial, Mauthausen, Austria  
**OpenAir Film Retrospective: ‘Individual Responsibility 1933 to 1945’** (in German language)

August 27, 2017, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
**Lecture: Romani Life: Then and Now** with Linguist and Romani scholar, **Dr. Ian Hancock**, University of Texas at Austin, who will discuss the experience of the Roma during the Holocaust, the persistence of prejudice, and the current struggle of the Romani peoples. **Dr. Danny M. Cohen**, Northwestern University School of Education and Social Policy, will moderate. Reservations required; [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

**Exhibit: New Dimensions in Testimony**, featuring specialized display technologies and next-generation natural language processing to provide an intimate experience with a Holocaust survivor. For more information: [http://mjhnyc.org/exhibitions/status/upcoming/](http://mjhnyc.org/exhibitions/status/upcoming/)

September 13, 2017, 7:30 pm—Douglass Student Center, 100 George St, New Brunswick, New Jersey  

**Exhibit: Arthur Szyk: Soldier in Art.** The exhibit explores the activism of the Polish-born artist through 38 politically incisive works that underscore Szyk’s role as a kind of “one man army” fighting odious policies and protagonists and advocating civil and human rights.

---

**F Y I… F O R  Y O U R  I N F O R M A T I O N**

**F Y I… Online newsletters**

FYI... From the International Tracing Service (ITS)
2016 was a year of defining priorities and setting out towards newly defined goals for the
International Tracing Service (ITS). Our main focus was on granting numerous users around the
world easier access to information and the ITS documents, which will continue in the years
ahead. A summary of achievements is in the annual report, [Link to the 2016 Annual Report]. We
have a new format and different content: to give you an overview of our work at a glance, we’ve
concentrated on the essentials. This includes facts and figures, but also the equally important
stories of the men and women we serve on a daily basis.

The annual report is only one way of staying informed about the ITS. You can also sign up for
our newsletter and follow us on Facebook and Twitter

FYI… Explore scores and sound samples of composers persecuted in WWII:
www.forbiddenmusicregained.org/

FYI… Jews and Sport Before the Holocaust: A Visual Retrospective | Yad Vashem

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics: http://defendinghistory.com/welcome-to-defending-history
See also: http://defendinghistory.com/blaming-the-victims

FYI… From the JTA archive
Jewish leader fights duel with Italian fascist in Rome
In Germany, Jewish papers banned from quoting German writings
Jewish Boy Scouts attacked by Nazis

FYI… Videos, audios, podcasts and / or slideshows of interest:

Across Borders – International
The IHRA Successfully Concludes Plenary Meetings
Watch: The Surging Power of Nazi-saluting Hezbollah

Argentina
Watch: Nazi Artifacts Discovered Behind Hidden Wall in Argentina
Watch: Argentina police seize cache of hidden Nazi artifacts

Austria
Life after tragedy: New documentary follows Holocaust ...

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Watch: The incredible story of a Muslim family and a Jewish family in Sarajevo who saved each
other - 50 years apart
Germany
Watch: German FM shares father's Nazi past with Berlin rabbi

Israel
Ambassador Haley visits Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum
Watch: Left-wing Protester Calls Israeli Minister a ‘Nazi’
Paul McGehee's Time Machine 070817: Exodus 70

Philippines
Watch | The Philippines: A safe haven for Jews during the Holocaust

Poland
A Salute in Auschwitz
Auschwitz video latest flap for ‘Cajun John Wayne’

USA
Friends Indeed: The American Friends Service Committee Collection (...)
72 Years Later, a Reunion for Three Survivors Seen in Iconic Holocaust Image
Watch | Five Jewish refugees who changed the world
Abe Foxman’s Yom Hashoah Speech at Jewish Federation of Greater MetroWest
Sam Gustman – Preserving the Stories of Our Past for the Future
Watch | Holocaust survivor Sami Steigmann in WJC interview: From victim to social action agent
WJC INTERVIEW: Holocaust survivor Nelly Grussgott describes her incredible and tragic experience during and after the war
First Person 2017: Esther Starobin
First Person 2017: Anna Grosz
Watch: Misplaced Songs of Holocaust Victims Rediscovered
Dream Dance: Holocaust survivor takes big steps to dance at granddaughter’s wedding
Save Their Stories: Undiscovered Diaries of the Holocaust
The Portal: A Real-Time Conversation with People Forced to Flee Vio...
Deborah Lipstadt: How do you stand up to a Holocaust denier? - NPR
Holocaust survivor on why we can never forget - CNN Video
I-Team: Holocaust Relics Sold on Popular Gun Website
Long-silenced songs of Holocaust survivors are rediscovered

FYI… Articles in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If any link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

More than 70 European lawmakers call for improved Holocaust restitution efforts
A troubling health discovery for Holocaust survivors
Study reveals an elevated cancer risk in Holocaust survivors
Holocaust survivors suffer elevated risk of lung, colon cancer'
Cancer Risk Is Higher For Holocaust Survivors, New Study Says
Study shows higher cancer rate among Holocaust survivors - Times of Israel

Argentina

Cache of Nazi paraphernalia found in Argentina
Hidden trove of suspected Nazi artifacts found in Argentina
A massive trove of suspected Nazi treasures discovered in Argentina
A trove of Nazi-era objects in Argentina stuns investigators
Huge hidden trove of Nazi artifacts found in Argentina
Huge Collection of Nazi Artifacts Discovered in Hidden Room in Home Near Buenos Aires
The Secret Room, the Nazi Artifacts and an Argentine Mystery
Trove of Nazi Artifacts Found in Secret Room of Argentina Home

Austria

After Austria seizes Hitler's birthplace, former owner battles back in court - Reuters
The coach who rose from the Holocaust’s ashes to dominate European soccer

Belarus

With no Jews left to protest, Christian crosses grace Holocaust memorials in Belarus (Times of Israel)

Brazil

Brazil denied 16,000 visas to Jews during Nazi regime
Bulgaria
Bulgarian Jewish community confers honors on former President Plevneliev and Holocaust-era Metropolitan Neofit
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance accepts Bulgaria as a liaison country - Sofia Globe

Canada
Nearly 2,000 sign online petition to keep Holocaust denier out of Canada - JTA
Obituary: David Shentow, Holocaust survivor and educator
Holocaust historian receives death threats
Thousands Sign Petition to Keep Holocaust Denier Out of Canada

Chile
Chile police declassify World War II-era files on Nazi plots
Chile exposes secret Nazi spy rings

Crimea
Grave robbers exhume bodies of Holocaust victims from Crimean killing trench - JTA

Czech Republic
The Czech town trying to keep its Jewish past buried - BBC News
Activists demand removal of pig farm from Roma Holocaust site
Czech leader under fire over pig farm at ex-Nazi camp
The Coerced Community of Theresienstadt
The tree that grew roots — and hope — inside a concentration camp

Ecuador
When Ecuador Rescued European Jews: The Documentary, an Unknown Country

Estonia
Estonian politician vows to legalize Holocaust denial

France
First French concentration camp being converted into memorial
At WWII memorial, Macron urges kids to fight against atrocities
Simone Veil, dead at 89, survived the Nazis and then spent her life ...
Simone Veil, French feminist and politician who survived Auschwitz, dies at 89 - Times of Israel
Obituary: Simone Veil died on June 30th - The Economist
France pays tribute to Veil, Holocaust survivor and women's rights icon ...
France To Bury Simone Veil, Abortion Champion, in Pantheon ...
Simone Veil to Be Laid to Rest in Panthéon, Among France's Revered ...
World Jewish Congress mourns passing of French politician and Holocaust survivor Simone Veil
Confronting memories of Nazi-occupied France - Tablet
Protest planned at Paris Holocaust memorial event during Netanyahu visit
TV channel under fire for canceling anti-Semitism documentary

Germany

Helmut Kohl, chancellor who reunited Germany, dies at 87 - New York Times
Reinhold Hanning, a Convicted Former SS Guard at Auschwitz, Dies at 95
Convicted former Auschwitz guard dies in Germany at 95 ...
Reinhold Hanning: Convicted Nazi guard dies before going to prison
Reinhold Hanning, Former Auschwitz Guard Convicted a Year Ago ...
Auschwitz guard dies before starting 5-year sentence
Former Auschwitz Guard Escapes Justice Through Death
Ex-Auschwitz guard, 95, dies while appealing conviction by German court - JTA
Ex-Auschwitz guard, 95, dies before conviction becomes legally binding
News about Nazi Doctors Taught Medical Ethics. Seriously. – The …
Did The Nazis Really Have A System Of Medical Ethics?
Did the Nazis locate a secret U-boat base in Spain? (BBC)
Capturing Interwar Germany, ‘Persecuted Jews’ Included
The Unknown Fate of The Painting That Was Too Dangerous For Hitler
German Jewish community praises parliament for voting to cut off funding for far-right party
First Public Showing of Monet, Rodin and Maillols From Gurlitt Trove
This man almost killed Hitler: An incredible true story
The Man Who Almost Killed Hitler
Hitler’s Willing Orchestras
‘Parthenon of Books’ raised at site where Nazis torched Jewish works
Artist Uses 100,000 Banned Books To Build A Full-Size Parthenon At Historic Nazi Book Burning Site

After pressure, German TV will show ‘censored’ antisemitism documentary

German Jews insulted by how anti-Semitism documentary was presented

The dark history of a quaint mountain town on the banks of the Rhine

German court removes 3 judges in Auschwitz trial over bias

Germany gears up to fine social networks for Holocaust denial

Germany to fine Facebook and YouTube €50m if they fail to delete hate speech

Greece

Netanyahu honors Greek Jews at Thessaloniki dedication of Holocaust museum site - Times of Israel

Thessaloniki’s new Holocaust museum a sign of a city finally embracing its Jewish past

The rescued Jewish tombstones of Thessaloniki

Anti-Semitic Greek comedian has central role as ‘peacemaker’ in play to be staged in ancient theater - European Jewish Press

Hungary

Heirs of Nazi-looted art collection can sue Hungarian museums in US courts

New Hungarian Political Party Aims for Nazi Resurgence

Hungary to extradite German Holocaust denier who fled jail term

ADL Alarmed as Hungarian Prime Minister Praises Anti-Semitic Wartime Leader as an ‘Exceptional Statesman’

Israel accepts Hungary’s clarification over PM’s praise for Nazi-allied WWII leader

World Jewish Congress supports Hungarian Jewish community’s objection to glorification of Hitler ally

Hungarian Jewish Community Protests Glorification of Hitler Ally

George Soros compares Hungarian government campaign against him to Nazi propaganda

Hungary to remove anti-Soros signs ahead of Netanyahu visit

Hungarian government denies ending anti-Soros campaign early

Israel

Israel and the Holocaust

Never-before-seen Photos of Palestinian Mufti With Hitler Ties Visiting Nazi Germany

Auction house unveils previously unseen pictures of Mufti Al-Husseini visiting German camp
Opinion Germany Is Repaying Its post-Holocaust Debts to Israel - but Not to the Palestinians

No, Daniel Barenboim, the Holocaust Didn’t Create Israel

Swastikas painted on walls inside Jerusalem synagogue

Suspect nabbed for swastikas in Jerusalem synagogue

Holocaust survivor wins gender-based case against El Al

Israel: ‘Shame on’ Germany for comparing Palestinians to Holocaust victims

Netanyahu to visit Paris for 75th anniversary of mass deportation of French Jews

Family of cyclist from 1935 Maccabiah Games donates hat to Yad Vashem

The World’s First Kung-Fu Holocaust Exploitation Flick!

A New Israeli Film Explores the Afterlife of Holocaust Family Trauma

The American Jew who Smuggled Holocaust Survivors to Israel

Israeli Holocaust Survivor Shoots Palestinian Home Invaders

Gene Simmons Pays Tribute to His Mother at Yad Vashem Benefit Gala

Italy

The incredible story of Italian cyclist Gino Bartali, who risked his life to rescue Jews during the Holocaust

Italy publishes first critical edition of ‘Mein Kampf’

Jews who fought the Nazis in WWII are now receiving Italy's highest honor (Haaretz)

A Holocaust Story From the White Pages

He Tends Venice’s Jewish History. She Filmed Him.

Japan

Japanese central banker praises Hitler's economic policies

Japan TV Apologizes for Talk Show Guest Wearing Hitler T-shirt

Netherlands

In Holland, the Nazis built a luxury camp to lull the Jews before murdering them

Amsterdam to rename hall honoring official who looted, deported Holocaust victims

Amsterdam hall honoring official who looted, deported Holocaust victims to be renamed - JTA

Publication of Anne Frank’s diary saved her ‘Secret Annex’ from destruction

Happy Birthday Anne Frank

After 75 Years, Anne Frank's Diary Still Holds Lessons for Us All

10 Facts About Anne Frank's The Diary of a Young Girl
Anne Frank Day: How Her Diary Survived to Become a Book | Time
Horrors of life as told through eyes of a child | Daily Telegraph
The woman who saved Jewish babies during World War II (Kveller)
This 400-year-old Jewish library survived Hitler and the Inquisition

Poland

Poland’s restitution efforts under investigation by government commission
Rare Documents on Polish Jewish History Available Online 70 ...
Holocaust-era Torah Scroll Fragments Returned to Jewish Hands
The Jews of Warsaw Buried the Truth So It Would Survive Them
Warsaw mayor may have to return her home to Jews
Warsaw mayor to testify in Jewish property restitution probe
At Auschwitz, Polish leader appears to defend migrant stance
Polish PM Implicitly Defends Stance on Migrants at Auschwitz
Polish PM under fire for defending refugee ban during Auschwitz speech
Polish PM Beata Szydlo criticised for Auschwitz speech - BBC News
Polish human rights official under fire for Holocaust remark
Polish human rights chief under fire for saying ‘Polish nation’ took part in Shoah - Jewish News
Art exhibit in Poland shows Auschwitz through inmates’ eyes
Polish Art Exhibit Shows Auschwitz Through Inmates’ Eyes
10 Harrowing Facts About Krakow’s Ghetto - Listverse
How Henryk Ross's Amazing Photos Unearthed The History Of Lodz
Visiting the ghosts of Jewish Warsaw
Warsaw church named ‘House of Life’ for helping Jews - Radio Poland
Dozens attend ceremony commemorating Jedwabne pogrom
Life after tragedy: New documentary follows Holocaust survivors
Profiting off the Holocaust?
Travel agents face prosecution for Poland memorial trips cartel
Human rights chief criticised for saying ‘Polish nation’ took part in Shoah
Poland seeks extradition of Minnesota man accused of Nazi war crimes
Holocaust Survivors to Poland: Reject Palestinian Hebron Claim
Rare Documents on Polish Jewish History Available Online 70 Years After Kielce Pogrom
Poland to evacuate 10,000 after WWII bomb find
‘Jestem’: A school in Poland does teshuvah
Historians defend scholar who studies Poland and Holocaust
Polish Official Under Fire for Saying Poles Participated in Holocaust
Muslim girls in Poland to study Holocaust turned away from Lublin synagogue
Holocaust Survivors to Poland: Reject Palestinian Hebron Claim

Romania
Were these Holocaust survivors forced into a ghetto? The answer will determine their financial future (Time)
Survivors of Romania pogrom and ‘death trains’ to receive German compensation - JTA
Survivors of Romanian pogrom to receive German compensation
WWII-era Enigma machine used by Nazi Germany sells for 45,000

Sweden
Sweden launches program to fight Holocaust denial and antisemitism

Switzerland
Swiss museum that inherited Gurlitt trove selling properties
First works from Nazi-era art hoard arrive at Bern museum
Exhibit featuring last Swiss Holocaust survivors on display in Geneva
My Aunt Had a Dinner Party, and Then She Took Her Guests to Kill 180 Jews
Swiss journalist on the 1945 ball hosted by his aunt which ended in the murder of 180 Jews - Haaretz

UK
Calls for BBC to apologise for 'offensive' Shoah article | Jewish News
BBC Blasted for Claiming the Holocaust is “Sensitive” for Muslims...
BBC Slammed for Offensive Report on Holocaust and Zionism
Is the Holocaust a sensitive topic for many Muslims? - Skeptics Stack...
Jews and Muslims complain over reference to Holocaust in BBC...
Jews and Muslims find common ground in 'offensive' BBC report...
An audience with Dame Janet
Behind the pages of the world's most famous diary
How Margaret Thatcher’s family sheltered an Austrian Jew during the Holocaust
Paddington Bear author was inspired by Jewish refugee children in WWII
Two England football fans have been banned for life for Nazi gestures - BBC
Amazon removes ‘Holocaust wound’ item from U.K. site after blowback from Auschwitz Memorial

**Ukraine**

Ukraine city to hold festival in honor of Nazi collaborator whose troops killed Jews - JTA
Wiesenthal Center Condemns Initiative to Name Kiev Streets for Ukrainian Nazi…
Protests erupt in Kiev against renaming main street after SS officer
World Jewish Congress urges Ukrainian city to cancel festival named for anti-Semite

**USA**

World Jewish Congress urges US government to deport former Nazi guard living in NY
Bnai Brith honors Jews who rescued fellow Jews during Holocaust
Jews Who Saved Jews During Holocaust Recognized For Their Bravery
How Hank Greenberg took on Hitler in the summer of 1938
Rare recordings of Holocaust survivors recovered after decades
Jabotinsky’s ID card auctioned in NY for $20,000
Minnesota man, 98, wanted for Nazi war crimes in Poland but son decries 'charade'
Minnesota man, 98, wanted for Nazi war crimes in Poland...
Former UN envoy draws parallel between Gaza Strip and a concentration camp
What Is the Source of the Phrase "Never Again"?
Thirteen minutes that changed the world
Why It’s So Hard to Find the Original Owners of Nazi-Looted Art
Art Museums Promise To Review Holdings For Seized Nazi...
US court revives lawsuit over $40 million Nazi-looted painting
US Court revives hope of return for looted Holocaust art hanging in Spanish museum
What the AP’s Collaboration With the Nazis Should Teach Us About Reporting the News
The Associated Press’s 80-Year History of Collaborating with Anti-Semitic Tyrannies
Anti-Semitism monitoring office will reportedly be abandoned in July
Trump denies Holocaust museum’s request for more funding
Lawmakers push back on Trump's proposed $3M cut to Holocaust museum
Trump’s proposed $3m cut to Holocaust museum sparks bipartisan backlash
In Warsaw With Father, Ivanka Trump Honors Polish Jews Killed During Holocaust
Trump and Ivanka pay respects to fallen Jews in Poland
Ivanka Trump visits Ghetto Uprising memorial in Warsaw
Trump didn’t visit the Warsaw Ghetto monument, and some Polish Jews are upset
By Sidestepping Jewish Victims of Holocaust, Trump Helps Polish Government Rewrite History
Trump connects Europe's Soviet and Nazi past with global war on terror
Holocaust Museum Releases Encyclopedia Of Nazi Camps And Ghettos
Reading Between the Lines: How Information Got Past Nazi Censors
How a U.S. Army Lawyer Used Anti-Semitism to Exonerate an SS Unit That Slaughtered American POWs
Concentration Camp: The Eichmann Trial and the Origins of Punk Rock
US Holocaust museum launches campaign to translate, digitize diaries - New York Times
US Holocaust Museum Seeks Funds to Preserve War Diaries
US Holocaust museum launches campaign on Anne Frank’s birthday to translate, digitize diaries
U.S. Holocaust Museum Launches Kickstarter to Preserve Diaries
Holocaust Museum Beats $250K Diary Preservation Goal
Holocaust survivors at Printers Row Lit Fest to explain how they created memoirs
Congressional bill named for Elie Wiesel aims to stop genocides
Jared Kushner’s family is a legend in this Belarus town
Minnesota woman is last who can tell horrors of Nazi concentration camp (Star Tribune)
Stories Survive: A Child of the Holocaust Reclaims a Resilient ...
Why the fight to break Nazi encryption still matters (CNET)
How Einstein Reacted to Hitler's Rise - The Atlantic
Einstein TV series distorts Jewish refugee issue - Opinion ...
How Hank Greenberg took on Hitler in the summer of 1938
New York City names street in honor of Elie Wiesel
Walking Among the Ruins of Hitler’s Europe on the Day of the Rebbe’s Passing
Opinion: Here’s how we can preserve the dignity of aging Holocaust survivors
Bar Mitzvah of an 89-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor
Elie Wiesel on Israel after the Six-Day War and other firsthand accounts
Elie Wiesel and two others on Israel after the Six Day War
Elie Wiesel’s Voice Like Thunder
Elie Wiesel’s Son On His Rebellion, And His Father’s Love
Elie Wiesel’s son reflects on the greatest gift his father gave him - Jewish Week
The lesson I finally learned from my father
My Father, Elie Wiesel
Remembering My Mentor Elie Wiesel On His First Yahrzeit
New York names street corner after Elie Wiesel
New York City names street in honor of Elie Wiesel
We Called Him Mundek. He Sang in Yiddish on Shabbat. And He Will Be Missed
In memoir for young adults, harsh WWII life lessons teach about standing up to hate
Film spotlights Holocaust survivor's search for US soldier
In film, survivor searches for US soldier who liberated him at Dachau
Remembering A Different Travel Ban
Local Synagogues Gather For Vigil Supporting Refugee Protections
‘Justice for survivors was her mission’
Holocaust Museum Houston unveils $49.4 million expansion
Holocaust Museum Houston announces major expansion - Houston ...
Republican Congressman's Auschwitz Selfie Video Is Cause for ...
Auschwitz Memorial slams congressman's gas chamber video | Daily ...
Congressman harshly criticized for video from Auschwitz Memorial ...
First Read For July 6
Congressman removes his Auschwitz video and apologizes
Congressman apologizes for making video at Auschwitz gas chamber - NBC
 Arrest made in vandalism of Boston Holocaust museum - JTA
After vandalism, Boston Holocaust memorial to be rededicated Tuesday
St. Louis Park woman is last who can tell horrors of Nazi concentration camp
The Fascinating Tale of Steve, a Shul-going Holocaust Survivor, Who Became Stefanie, a Jew-hating Lady
California teen raises $15K to send Holocaust survivor to Israel
Teen raises $15,000 to send Holocaust survivor to Israel (Ventura County Star)
Westlake Village teen raises $15,000 to send Holocaust survivor to ...
Holocaust Survivor to visit Spokane in June
New Play Tells the True Story of Female World War II Hero

New Oregon Jewish museum and Holocaust Education Center opens

J.R.R. Tolkien’s Jewish Great-Grandson Has A Play On Terezin

J.R.R. Tolkien’s Jewish Great-Grandson’s Play about the Holocaust Opened in New York

‘Terezin,’ a Play by J.R.R. Tolkien’s Jewish Great-Grandson, Now Showing Off-Broadway

Is Kubrick's 'Full Metal Jacket' a Holocaust Film? – The Forward

The song plays on

Six Nazi spies were executed in D.C. White supremacists gave them a memorial — on …

Facebook Refuses to Block Holocaust Denial

Germany to fine social media giants up to $57M if they fail to delete hate speech - The Telegraph

Germany passes controversial law to fine Facebook over hate speech

Bundestag passes law to fine social media companies for not deleting hate speech

Germany curbs Holocaust denial and hate speech on social networks

Fundraiser for neo-Nazi site founder raises $150,000 after Jewish woman sues for harassment

US, German politicians urge PayPal to close neo-Nazi party’s account - Jerusalem Post

Act now! Demand PayPal Close Neo-Nazi Account

Boston event commends Nazi-era citizens’ acts of virtue, even as their judges abetted genocide

Vandal carves 30 swastikas into wet concrete in Brooklyn

Phoenix residents rally around Jewish couple targeted with swastikas

'We’re not ashamed': Phoenix family may leave anti-Semitic graffiti uncovered

The Schindler of Kingston

Nazism on America’s Doorstep

Dov Hikind | Eject Queens Nazi Jakiw Palij once and for all - New York Daily News

New Jersey Holocaust Memorial Targeted by Neo-Nazis

Anti-Semitic incidents jolt New Jersey town - Times of Israel

Prominent Neo-Nazi in hiding after Montana Jewish woman files suit for emotional distress

Neo-Nazi on the Run After Montana Jewish Woman Sues Him

Hitler graffiti on California elementary school not a hate crime, police say

Hollywood’s Other Great Anti-Nazi Movie

Ben Kingsley to play Adolf Eichmann

Ben Kingsley to play Adolf Eichmann on the big screen
Holocaust Education Must Expand Beyond The Classroom

How these teachers learned to teach the Holocaust

Using Horrors of Past to Teach the Future

Adolf Hitler speech blasted over Newbury Park High School’s loudspeakers

Idaho couple finds Nazi explosive in their shed

Idaho woman finds 1938 Nazi explosive in parents’ shed

Man Caught Carving Swastikas Outside Jewish-owned NY Building

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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Esther Finder [Generations of the Shoah – Nevada and Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]

Anat Bar-Cohen [The Generation After, DC]

Klara Firestone [Second Generation, LA, CA]

Sandy Hoffman z”l [Generations After, WI]

Dina Cohen [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]

Barbara Wind [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]

Bonnie Stein [Generations After, Florida Holocaust Museum, St. Petersburg, FL]

Ken Engel [CHAIM, MN]

Pepi Nichols [Second Generation of Jewish Holocaust Survivors in Houston, TX]

Charles Silow [CHAIM, MI]

Daniel Brooks [3G NY]

Doris Schwarz-Lisenbee [Second and Third Generation Programs Silicon Valley Holocaust Survivor Association]

Raymonde (Ray) Fiol [Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]

Sarah Weiss [Executive Director, The Center for Holocaust and Humanity Education]

Janice Friebaum [Generations After –Greater Phoenix]

George Foster [Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors & Descendants]
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